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executive summary
This study evaluates the scope, scale, efficiency,
and efficacy of the Indiana Economic
Development Corporation (IEDC) as it pursues
its mission. To do so, we first compare and
analyze the programs, incentives, and other
activities performed by IEDC against a number of
‘competing’ states. Here we find that Indiana is one
of a few states to have fully implemented a publicprivate partnership development model, and is one
of only two states with clear mission statements.
IEDC also offers a focused set of services to those
businesses considering investment in Indiana.
Moreover, we find that the shift to privatization
has resulted in a much more effective engagement
with businesses. Since 2005, IEDC has doubled its
‘engagement share’ of total new jobs created in the
state (see Figure 2 in the report).
Secondly, we analyzed the effect of aggregate
economic development spending on job creation
and business investment measures. We find
positive effects of business finance, business
attraction, and domestic recruitment fund
expenditures on investment or job growth. We also
find that international trade offices are correlated
with greater levels of exports to those nations.
We find no statistically identifiable effect from
business assistance, workforce development,
technology transfer, or film business support, but

we note that this may be due to data limitations in
these areas which are likely less pronounced in the
other categories.
Thirdly, we examine the geographic distribution
of projects in Indiana and a comparison of the
placement of projects to market based measures
of economic activity. Here we found that efforts by
IEDC result in a more geographically distributed
new job creation than would otherwise occur
without its efforts.
We provide detailed recommendations in several
areas. Our first recommendation is to preserve the
current structure of IEDC, which has become a
model for other states. To that we recommend:
• Continued evaluation of the scope of the
public-private partnership.
• Continued review of performance-related
data.
• Review of the geography of its regional
offices.
• Creation of an advisory/ombudsman
function.
• Continue to improve its website offerings.
• Allocate some assistance toward EB-5
applications.
• Increase its economic policy focus in the state
through the Secretary of Commerce.
• Review areas of expenditures.

Introduction
This study evaluates the scope, scale, efficiency, and efficacy of the Indiana Economic Development Corporation
(IEDC) as it pursues its mission of “attracting and supporting new business investment, creating new jobs for Hoosiers, and furthering its legacy as one of the top states in the
nation for business.” We conduct this evaluation in three
broad approaches.
First, we compare and analyze the programs, incentives,
and other activities performed by IEDC against a number of states identified as competitors for new business
investment. This section offers a detailed assessment of
activities ranging from website and site selection database
usability to types of grant programs and incentives offered
to prospective and growing businesses. While this section
is designed to be sufficiently comprehensive to allow for a
clear understanding of gaps, we do not empirically assess
or compare tax incentives. That task is currently being performed as part of a separate study.
Secondly, the following section examines the efficacy of
specific programmatic expenditure categories across the
lower 48 states. The goal with this analysis is to identify
the relative performance of Indiana against the nation as
a whole. We perform this analysis on aggregate economic
development spending collected by the Center for Community and Economic Research (C2ER), a well-known
national economic development research organization.
The use of this data permits us to compare the administrative efficiency of the IEDC, the efficiency and efficacy of
job creation efforts across a number of areas, and the effect
specific expenditures play on employment and business
growth in states.
Thirdly, we examine the geographic distribution of projects in Indiana and compare the placement of projects
to market-based measures of economic activity. This is
designed to evaluate the regional equity of IEDC activities.
Finally, we provide a summary discussion of our findings,
along with recommendations for IEDC and the legislature
for potential policy-oriented improvements in the state’s
economic development efforts. We begin our analysis with
a brief history and description of Indiana’s Economic Development Corporation and a review of existing research
on state development agencies.

Center for Business and Economic Research

A Brief Overview of State
Development Efforts
The Indiana Department of Commerce was formed in
1933, by Governor Paul V. McNutt, as part of a general reorganization of state government. This reorganization was
concurrent with significant efforts to modernize state government around the country, though it preceded the New
Deal by at least two months (Bates 1934). Several modifications to the name and design of the agency were made
between 1941 (when it was combined with the Department
of Public Works) and 1965, when it was finally renamed the
Department of Commerce. The role of the federal Department of Commerce affected many of the programmatic
elements of state Departments of Commerce. For example,
in Indiana and elsewhere, the creation of the Community
Development Block Grants or broadband advocacy agencies at the National Telecommunications and Information
Administration often led to state coordinating bodies for
these programs residing in state Departments of Commerce.
Over time, the mission of the state Department of Commerce assumed a role as a state agency that actively promoted business relocation. This was part of a dynamic
that arose in the mid-1970s when a period of “intense
preoccupation with economic development” occurred in
the United States (Eisinger 1988). By the mid-1980s, this
effort had ballooned into more than 15,000 government
employees nationwide, working actively to promote business relocation and expansion within a specific geographic
area (Beaumont and Hovey 1983). Today, this number is
likely far higher. A quick sketch of the size of this activity
is revealing. If 75 percent of counties have at least three
employees or private sector partners engaged in supporting business relocation, and half of all U.S. municipalities
have three employees performing that function, then local
government alone sees more than 36,000 public or private
sector employees engaged in business attraction efforts.
A similar back of the envelope estimate of regional and
state organizations (both public and private) would yield
another 15,000 employees. So, nationwide, 50,000 persons
are employed in business attraction and retention efforts, a
number that is likely conservative. While seemingly large,
the Census of Governments (which does not classify economic development workers) reports 108,000 housing and
community development employees in the U.S. in 2011.
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Moreover, many of these employees, especially at the local
level, are funded through private-public partnerships.
The Indiana Economic Development Corporation, which
was privatized in 2005, lists only 63 employees, including
field representatives in Indiana and internationally. This
likely makes Indiana one of the leaner state development
groups in the nation.1 The public-private structure of
economic development agencies is a nationally growing
alternative to traditional state departments of commerce.
This approach closely approximates local economic development efforts, which have long relied upon private funding to fully staff and support activities. There appears to be
a number of benefits and costs associated with privatization
of economic development agencies.

“

The public-private structure
of economic development
agencies is a nationally growing
alternative to traditional state
departments of commerce.

Among the benefits are more flexible human capital policies, which permit access to specialized personnel more
quickly than state employment procedures can accommodate. Also, protection of sensitive business information
may be maintained by a private entity without otherwise
weakening state open record legislation. Also, a private
firm is more likely to be nimble and market-sensitive in a
way that government operations naturally are not.
A potential cost of privatization is a greater operational
distance between a private sector corporate leader and
state policy development. Naturally, an economic development corporation focusing intently on business attraction
and retention may find itself less involved in both overall
economic policy development and integration with other
state agencies.
Among the criticisms of public-private partnerships in
economic development is that they are less accountable
than government organizations. Specifically, criticism of
deals and allocation of tax incentives, and weaknesses in
due diligence are often made of development organizations. Private sector entities have been singled out for
special criticism (Mattera, et. al. 2001). However, there is
no existing research that quantifies or compares private

and public development agencies. To remedy that omission, we provide a modest empirical assessment of the
public-private partnership model. We test three different
models of economic development in which we account for
the separate effect of public-private partnerships (in seven
states) on net new business establishments, job growth as
reported by Site Selection Magazine, and total employment
from 2006 through 2011. We found a slight negative effect
on new business growth due to the presence of a privatized
economic development agency. We found no effect on the
number of jobs reported by Site Selection Magazine, but an
increase in net employment correlated with the privatized
state development agencies. Finally, we tested whether the
share of total jobs created in a state (a figure reported by
Site Selection Magazine) was affected by the public-private
status of a state development agency, and found that it was
not. 2
Though this type of modeling is the most advanced analysis of the matter we have uncovered to date, we view it as
a fairly basic empirical analysis with only a few insights.
Among them is that there appears, in aggregate, very small
outcome differences associated with a privatized economic
development agency. Where they matter, the effect appears
positive (higher employment growth). There is no evidence
of systematic misreporting of job creation in these data.
The phenomenon is too new to offer broad insight, though
it will prove an interesting path for later research. However,
we believe this trend is likely to increase, with Indiana’s
model dominating new public-private partnerships.
Much of the remainder of this report details specific performance and programmatic characteristics of the Indiana
Economic Development Corporation. Before moving to
this analysis, we review the existing research on state economic development efforts.

Existing Research on
Economic Development
Organizations
An existing body of research typically provides the departure point for an effective study of any type. However, there
is a marked paucity in the analysis of state level development organizations in the United States from which to

1. Accounting for all the staff in Economic Development Agencies at the state level is daunting. Indiana provides an easy-to-access list, with downloadable .vcf cards. In
contrast, we could only find one name listed on Illinois’ website, that of the acting director. For Michigan, the most proximal state, with a privatized development office,
we counted over 295 employees at MEDC. We believe most states have much larger staffs, but cannot verify this within the time scope of this study.
Center for Business and Economic Research
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base this analysis. There is voluminous literature on tax
incentives (see Hicks and LaFaive 2011) and related programs (such as enterprise zones), but there is very limited
evaluation of structure, duties, and programmatic activities
of development organizations from which to advance this
research. That which we believe is especially relevant, or
which provides insight into the future of IEDC, we review
below.
One of the earliest recent studies of economic development organizations describes and reviews “third wave”
economic development efforts. This study described a new
industrial policy that supplanted, in some part, the much
criticized incentive-based efforts noted in other studies
(Bradshaw and Blakely 1999). The regional focus of industrial policy resulted in a much more diverse set of policies
across the nation that focused on aggregate growth, not
simply business attraction. Surveying state development
agencies, the authors report continued reliance on retention efforts, but an increased focus on skill level, trade
development, and other factors designed to boost regional
economic performance across a wide array of performance
measures. The authors conclude that this effort is, by its
nature, very heterogeneous, and targeted to individual
regional differences in industrial composition, human
capital, and trade. This may explain the wide variation in
state-level activity within development offices, which we
later report and analyze.
Czohara and Melkers conducted a survey of state development agencies to assess types of performance measurements (2004). The intent of the study was to outline
performance steps for the Georgia Department of Industry, Trade, and Tourism. They report that states have high
levels of activity and process measurement across all types
of development activities, as well as high across the board
output and outcome measures. Fewer programs have
benchmark, explanatory (qualitative), or cost and efficiency
measures for their programs. Among their recommendations were continued refinements of performance measures, including more formal assessments of programs. The
authors recommended newer organizational and economic
measures, and an extended outreach to citizens on performance measures. They also recommended the use of
commercial performance measurement software and an
alignment of budgeting decisions to performance measures
in their management efforts.
2. The seven states with private development agencies are Florida, Indiana, Michigan, Rhode Island, Utah, Virginia and Wyoming. The model we use has the outcome (Y)
in each of the lower 48 states as a function of a common intercept, a dummy variable (1,0) accounting for the privatized states and a first order autoregression term. The
dependent variables are actually the growth rate in each variable (total establishments, Site Selection Magazine jobs data, and total employment) from 2005-2011, each of
which have been de-meaned. This procedure will be explained in much more detail later in this report.
Center for Business and Economic Research
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A report from the National Association of State Auditors
offered a brief description of best practices activities for
economic development organizations (NASA 2004). This
discussion is fairly general and focuses on types of activities that can be effectively audited. There is no discussion
regarding the efficacy of programs beyond the audit compliance component discussed. This report may be of use in
instances where a very clear audit requirement is dictated
by legislation.
An occasional report from the National Conference of
State Legislatures evaluates state economic development
policy. The most recent of these focuses on workforce
development, rural development, entrepreneurship, and
small business programs. The study chronicles state-level
programs that are representative of emerging trends (Zelio
2004). The study is descriptive of these programs, with
minimal synthesis or analysis that might guide broad
changes to policy in Indiana.
Good Jobs First, a think tank and advocacy group, publishes occasional studies of economic development efforts.
Many of these studies contain useful data such as “Minding
the Candy Store: State Audits of Economic Development,”
published in 2000. This study gathered a significant amount
of data into an online database and provided a synthesizing
analysis of many programs. In particular, this analysis very
clearly identified lingering problems in economic development program analysis. The authors concluded that many
state audits were sporadic and insufficiently thorough,
limited by antiquated monitoring programs, and that they
failed to evaluate effectiveness through outcome measures.
When properly completed, they reported that audits failed
to find evidence that economic development programs in
general were effective, due to high levels of problems involving loan default, ethical lapses, and other management
issues. Most troubling, the authors found that audit findings were rarely used to alter programs. This organization
also offers occasional studies on more narrow topics, such
as linking economic development incentives to transportation plans (McIlvaine and LeRoy 2012), but is hampered
by a strong advocacy focus, which masks some insightful
and useful guidance regarding economic development
programs.
A recent study commissioned for the International Economic Development Council focused on changes to
economic development organizations following the great

Center for Business and Economic Research
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recession (Nourick 2012). Nourick provided a very brief
review of major trends she felt would impact economic
development organizations in the coming years (2012).
While the focus was primarily on local and regional economic development organizations, many of the trends also
addressed state-level issues. Nourick identified increased
funding constraints as a continuing challenge to economic
development organizations. She also noted that increased
requirements for performance measurements would place
greater demands on effective accountability of economic
development organizations. She noted that overlapping interests in economic development would challenge current
organizational structures and that expanded collaborations
or partnerships would be part of new realities. The study
was unusual in its attention to organizational activities
such as improvements in local strategic planning, especially
quality-of-life issues previously viewed as tangential to
economic development organizations activities as well as
an enhanced focus on leadership development. This study
is especially informative for state-level economic development organizations to better understand the dynamics
influencing local and regional economic development
groups.
A whitepaper published by the National Governor’s Association reviewed recent changes to economic development organizations, making three broad recommendations
(Sparks and Pappas 2012). The authors concluded that
more nimble and responsive development organizations
with a focused core mission and gubernatorial focus were
necessary in today’s economic development environment.
Absent from the literature review is any discussion of the
policy development role played by state development agencies. The close proximity to business relocation decisions
likely offers special insight into elements of state and local
policy that influence business location decisions. For that
reason alone, consideration of the policymaking dimension of state development agencies is warranted. Likewise,
we found little analysis within existing research that draws
attention to the interaction between state development
agencies and other arms of state government. We discuss
both of these matters later in this study.
A clear and narrowly defined set of conclusions from this
research is elusive. State-level economic development efforts appear to include continued efforts at business retention and expansion, but also appear to increasingly include

Center for Business and Economic Research

Figure 1. Indiana and Comparison
States

Source: CBER and NationalAtlas.gov

concerns over human capital and quality of place for residents. Moreover, the link among activities in state agencies
that are not traditionally considered part of the economic
development effort (such transportation, rural affairs and
labor) are increasingly viewed as important. Viewed against
these observations, we next evaluate the level and scope of
activities performed within the Indiana Economic Development Corporation.

Direct Evaluation
of Services
An evaluation of the size and scope of economic development services would benefit from a narrow scope of
analysis. To do so, we selected a sample of states that, in
the view of IEDC officials, share similar characteristics
with respect to footloose firms. These characteristics may
be geographic (as with Illinois), fiscal (as with Utah), or
industrial (as with North Carolina). In all cases, these are
states that development officials feel Indiana is competing
against for new business investment. The states with which
we compared Indiana appear in Figure 1.
From this sample, we evaluate the suite of services provided by each state’s development agency or corporation.
We do this through website screening, and have identified
31 different service categories. A matrix of these services
appears in Table 1, and a description of the services and
organization of IEDC follows.
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Table 1. Comparison of Development Agency Services by State
California

Illinois

Industrial grant/
revenue bond fund

Shovel-ready
program

Certified
technology park

Kentucky

X

X

Michigan

North
Carolina

Nevada

X Integrated
site

X

X

X Website
and stand
alone

X

X

X

X

Dept of
Transportation link

Regulatory
ombudsman

Indiana

Ohio

South
Carolina

X

X

Utah

X

X

X

X

X

X

X Named
people and
database

X Person

X Portal

X Not
prominently
displayed

X

X

X

X Personal
assistance
hotline and
website

X

X List of
services for
environment
only

SBIR (hitech funding
opportunities)

X

X

X

Tax exempt bond
fund

X

X

X

X

X

X

Capital access
(various funds)

X

X

X

X

X Very
robust
description
of funds

X

X

X

X

X

X

X Highly
integrated
system
with app
for mobile
devices

X

X

X

Business/
community awards

X Highly
integrated
system

International
offices/trade
assistance

Small business
program (SBDC)

X

Entrepreneurship
program

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X Patent
and
trademark
assistance

X

X

X

Minority-owned
businesses/tribal
business

X

X

X

X Liaison
with state
agencies

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
Fantastic
integrated
site
database

X Ok,
not great
database,
weakest
part of
the state

X

X

X

X

X

X

X Finance,
not services

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X Extensive
connections
to RDAs and
communities

X Fast-track
program

X

X

X

Wisconsin

X

X

Community
profiles

Texas

X Select
Tennessee

X

Skills
enhancement/
workforce training
fund

Site location
database

Tennessee

X

X

X
Integrated
into
website

X

Center for Business and Economic Research
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X

X

X

Table 1. Comparison of Development Agency Services by State (cont.)
California

Illinois

Industry specific
information
(targeted
industries)
Vendor database
for in-state

Training provider
databases

Kentucky

Michigan

Nevada

North
Carolina

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X Direct
services
evaluation

X

X

Public-private
entity (not state
government)

Ohio

X
Extensive

Manufacturing
extension
connection

X

State government
procurement

X

X

South
Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

X

X

X

X

Wisconsin

X Really
fine
business
resource
center
site

X

Office of
accountability/
compliance

EB-5

Indiana

X

X

X Separate
office as
part of the
cabinet

X
Transparency
office

X

X

X

X

X

X
Mixed

X

X

X

X
Information, not
assistance

X

Source: CBER research

The Indiana Economic Development Corporation has
a very mission-focused suite of services. These services
primarily target those activities that contribute directly
to the mission of facilitating business assistance for new
plants and equipment in Indiana. Indeed, it is plainly clear
that the services provided by IEDC are more focused to
that end than those of competing states. The presentation
of services and contact information include the following
(generic titles):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industrial grant/revenue bond funding
Shovel-ready program
Certified technology park program
Links to department of transportation
Regulatory ombudsman
Skills enhancement/workforce training funds
Small business innovation research/high 			
technology funding
• Tax exempt bond funding
• Capital access (various funds)
• Business/community awards

Center for Business and Economic Research

•
•
•
•
•

Site location database
International offices/trade assistance
Small business program
Entrepreneurship program
Industry-specific information (targeted 			
industries)
• Manufacturing extension connections
• Cost comparison calculator
In addition, Indiana is one of five states with public-private
partnerships in economic development, and is one of only
two in our sample group that has a clearly stated mission
focus. It is important to note that within state government,
many of the activities noted here are widely dispersed
across differing agencies. For example, small business development centers (SBDC) may be located within a variety
of state agencies for very appropriate reasons that may
differ from state to state. We have attempted to look past
the organizational structure in these matters. If a state has
a SBDC program clearly outlined on its economic development agency website, then we note it as present, even if it is
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functionally located elsewhere. There are services provided
by other state agencies that Indiana does not report on the
IEDC website. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“

Minority-owned/tribal area business support
Community profiles
Vendor database for in-state procurement
Training provider database
Office of accountability/compliance (state 			
agencies only)
State government procurement database (state 		
agencies only)
EB-5 assistance
External links to other development and state 		
services
Federal contracting assistance
Translator services
New Market Tax Credit assistance (not 			
currently a state program)

Indiana is one of five states with
public-private partnerships in
economic development, and is
one of only two in our sample
group that has a clearly stated
mission focus.

Fully assessing the relevance of programs offered is outside
the scope of this study. For example, while it is clear that
several minority groups experience barriers to economic
success, it is not clear that any causative factors materialize
at the point where business development services might
be offered. Consequently, the establishment of a minority
owned business support infrastructure might offer little to
change the economic conditions of any particular minority
group, while necessarily drawing scarce resources away
from services that offer more effective interventions.
Moreover, it is not clear that such a service would be
best placed within the operational structure of a state
development agency. However, some activities are clearly
within the scope of state development agencies, or could be
made available through a state development agency website
at a low cost. We discuss the potential for expanding these
services more fully, as well as a role of IEDC in policy
development in the recommendations section. We next
turn our attention to measures of cost and performancerelated efficiency of IEDC.

Center for Business and Economic Research

The Efficiency of
Development Agencies
Evaluating the efficiency of administrative operations
within IEDC is one possible measure of the taxpayer’s
investment in its economic development. However, we
believe (as does an external reviewer) that these data are
likely flawed due to reporting of administrative overhead
within different programmatic budgets. We report them
here, but suggest that, until the data collection of administrative costs is more clearly outlined, this measure cannot
be used for efficiency analysis. Among our comparison
groups, there are three clear clusters of per capita spending.
The very high per-capita administrative states are Ohio,
Illinois, and Utah, who respectively spend $1.73, $2.23, and
$2.51 per capita on administrative services for economic
development. The Middle Group includes states that spend
between $0.90 and $1.02 per capita for administration.
These are Nevada, Kentucky, North Carolina, Tennessee,
and Indiana. Indiana spends $1.02 per capita. States with
notably lower administrative costs on a per capita basis
include South Carolina, Wisconsin, Michigan, and California. These states spend between $0.72 and $0.10 per capita
on administration costs. Texas reports no costs in this area,
which is likely due to the actual costs having been absorbed
within the actual programs. This section is offered only for
informational purposes, as we expect improved data collection in this area over the coming years. Results appear in
Table 2.
Not surprisingly, when comparing spending in these areas
against the relatively large state gross domestic product, the
results are largely the same. See Table 3. However, on an
overall budgetary basis, the costs of IEDC administration
are more favorable. Total spending as a share of state
budget is 0.049 percent, which is slightly below average for
the sample states. See Table 4.
These administrative spending measures have significant
drawbacks. Clearly, some states do not fully report their
costs, and the composition of programs from state to state
varies. For example, some states may have, as we previously
mentioned, extensive community development programs
housed in the development office. Others may execute
the same function in another operation. This variation
in operations leads to a lack of clarity on the meaning of
these numbers. For example, some programs may have, as
a matter of design, very little administrative costs for state
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Table 2: Per Capita State Expenditures for Fiscal Year 2010
California

Illinois

Indiana

Kentucky

Michigan

Nevada

North
Carolina

Business finance

$0.00

$0.00

$0.27

$2.14

$0.00

$0.97

$0.94

Strategic
business
attraction fund

$0.00

$0.00

$5.37

$0.00

$7.58

$0.00

Business
assistance

$0.15

$1.31

$0.45

$1.17

$1.74

Int’l trade

$0.00

$0.13

$0.23

$0.00

Domestic
recruitment

$0.00

$0.12

$0.17

Workforce prep
and devt

$2.86

$1.89

Technology
transfer

$0.06

Entrepreneurial
devt

South
Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Wisconsin

Average

$21.58

$0.49

$0.00

$0.06

$0.04

$0.25

$2.06

$3.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$10.38

$0.00

$0.00

$2.02

$0.11

$3.38

$0.21

$0.83

$0.99

$2.20

$7.79

$8.43

$2.21

$0.00

$0.01

$0.33

$0.34

$0.31

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.10

$0.00

$0.00

$0.10

$0.14

$0.00

$0.41

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.07

$1.79

$11.55

$12.05

$10.77

$0.96

$1.44

$0.62

$1.47

$1.08

$35.22

$21.33

$7.93

$0.06

$0.29

$3.10

$0.00

$0.00

$0.04

$8.91

$0.22

$0.00

$8.09

$6.63

$0.00

$2.11

$0.00

$0.42

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.17

$3.41

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.31

Minority devt

$0.00

$0.49

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.60

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.08

Tourism/film

$0.08

$3.80

$0.37

$12.45

$0.69

$7.53

$1.42

$0.79

$6.21

$2.60

$0.49

$4.99

$2.81

$3.40

Special industry

$0.02

$12.87

$0.56

$1.37

$9.39

$0.00

$2.01

$12.03

$0.82

$0.01

$0.00

$0.00

$2.64

$3.21

Program
support

$0.00

$0.03

$0.00

$0.72

$0.00

$0.58

$0.61

$1.67

$0.22

$0.00

$0.00

$1.25

$0.00

$0.39

Administration

$0.10

$2.20

$1.02

$0.21

$0.26

$0.32

$0.34

$0.05

$0.51

$0.98

$0.00

$1.25

$0.64

$0.61

Other program

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$2.79

$0.00

$0.01

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.22

Total resources
available

$3.27

$23.32

$10.51

$32.72

$31.71

$20.40

$15.95

$47.79

$14.05

$6.04

$22.30

$57.17

$36.11

$24.72

Total program
and admin

$0.10

$2.23

$1.02

$0.93

$0.26

$0.90

$0.95

$1.73

$0.72

$0.98

$0.00

$2.51

$0.64

$1.00

Ohio

Source: CBER and c2er Economic Development Database

Table 3: development agency Administration Share of State GDP
California

Illinois

Indiana

Kentucky

Michigan

Nevada

North
Carolina

Ohio

South
Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

Wisconsin

Business finance

0.000%

0.000%

0.001%

0.006%

0.000%

0.002%

0.002%

0.051%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.001%

Strategic
business
attraction fund

0.000%

0.000%

0.013%

0.000%

0.020%

0.000%

0.007%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.020%

0.000%

0.000%

Business
assistance

0.000%

0.003%

0.001%

0.003%

0.005%

0.000%

0.008%

0.000%

0.002%

0.002%

0.004%

0.019%

0.019%

Int’l trade

0.000%

0.000%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

Domestic
recruitment

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

Workforce prep
and devt

0.006%

0.004%

0.004%

0.031%

0.032%

0.023%

0.002%

0.003%

0.002%

0.004%

0.002%

0.084%

0.048%

Technology
transfer

0.000%

0.000%

0.001%

0.008%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.021%

0.001%

0.000%

0.016%

0.016%

0.000%

Entrepreneurial
devt

0.000%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.010%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

Minority devt

0.000%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

Tourism/film

0.000%

0.008%

0.001%

0.033%

0.002%

0.016%

0.003%

0.002%

0.017%

0.007%

0.001%

0.012%

0.006%

Special industry

0.000%

0.026%

0.001%

0.004%

0.025%

0.000%

0.005%

0.029%

0.002%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.006%

Program
support

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.002%

0.000%

0.001%

0.001%

0.004%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.003%

0.000%

Administration

0.000%

0.004%

0.002%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.001%

0.000%

0.001%

0.002%

0.000%

0.003%

0.001%

Other program

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.007%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

Total resources
available

0.006%

0.046%

0.026%

0.087%

0.084%

0.043%

0.037%

0.114%

0.039%

0.015%

0.043%

0.137%

0.082%

Source: CBER and c2er Economic Development Database

Center for Business and Economic Research
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Table 4. development agency Administration Share of State Budget
California

Illinois

Indiana

Kentucky

Michigan

Nevada

North
Carolina

Business finance

0.000%

0.000%

0.013%

0.107%

0.000%

0.078%

0.047%

Strategic
business
attraction fund

0.000%

0.000%

0.255%

0.000%

0.950%

0.000%

Business
assistance

0.007%

0.051%

0.021%

0.059%

0.219%

Int’l trade

0.000%

0.005%

0.011%

0.000%

Domestic
recruitment

0.000%

0.005%

0.008%

Workforce prep
and devt

0.130%

0.074%

Technology
transfer

0.003%

Entrepreneurial
devt

South
Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Utah

0.966%

0.042%

0.000%

0.004%

0.002%

0.011%

0.098%

0.152%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.715%

0.000%

0.000%

0.159%

0.009%

0.171%

0.009%

0.071%

0.062%

0.151%

0.487%

0.371%

0.130%

0.000%

0.001%

0.017%

0.015%

0.026%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.006%

0.000%

0.000%

0.008%

0.007%

0.000%

0.035%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.005%

0.085%

0.577%

1.512%

0.864%

0.049%

0.065%

0.053%

0.093%

0.074%

2.203%

0.938%

0.517%

0.002%

0.014%

0.155%

0.000%

0.000%

0.002%

0.399%

0.019%

0.000%

0.557%

0.415%

0.000%

0.120%

0.000%

0.017%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.008%

0.293%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.024%

Minority devt

0.000%

0.019%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.027%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.004%

Tourism/film

0.004%

0.149%

0.018%

0.622%

0.086%

0.605%

0.072%

0.035%

0.533%

0.164%

0.034%

0.312%

0.124%

0.212%

Special industry

0.001%

0.505%

0.026%

0.069%

1.179%

0.000%

0.102%

0.538%

0.071%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.116%

0.201%

Program
support

0.000%

0.001%

0.000%

0.036%

0.000%

0.046%

0.031%

0.075%

0.019%

0.000%

0.000%

0.078%

0.000%

0.022%

Administration

0.004%

0.087%

0.049%

0.010%

0.033%

0.026%

0.017%

0.002%

0.043%

0.061%

0.000%

0.078%

0.028%

0.034%

Other program

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.141%

0.000%

0.001%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.000%

0.011%

Total resources
available

0.149%

0.915%

0.500%

1.635%

3.978%

1.637%

0.808%

2.140%

1.205%

0.380%

1.535%

3.576%

1.588%

1.542%

Total program
and admin

0.004%

0.088%

0.049%

0.047%

0.033%

0.072%

0.048%

0.077%

0.062%

0.061%

0.000%

0.157%

0.028%

0.056%

Ohio

Wisconsin

Average

Source: CBER and c2er Economic Development Database

development agencies. A grant program, for example, may
encounter very little administrative cost to a state development agency if the compliance and recordkeeping activities
are borne by the grant recipient or by another state agency.
Another example might be the maintenance of a web-based
site selection tool. If this is contracted by the state government through designated spending, the entirety of the costs
may be unreported by a state development agency. If the
activity is performed within the state, the costs would be
reported. The actual costs to taxpayers would not be apparent in these data and so their usefulness would be suspect.
This problem is not ubiquitous to the C2ER data, but it is
especially acute with the reported administrative and program management costs. Still, it is the best data available.
We believe a better tool to measure the efficiency of a state
development program is the assessment of operational
effectiveness over time. To do so for Indiana, we target the
primary mission of IEDC, which involves direct work with
firms creating and retaining jobs in Indiana. The data on
jobs created or retained in which IEDC has participated
with the business are reported annually and are avail-

Center for Business and Economic Research

able on their website accessible reports. We term this the
“engagement share” of new jobs in the state. The number of
these jobs, unsurprisingly, varies over time for a variety of
reasons. The location of a particularly large plant (such as
a Honda plant in Greensburg) and the ebb and flow of economic activity due to the business cycle would both lead
to significant changes in annual jobs reported by the state.
However, comparing those reported by the IEDC to actual
jobs created, as reported by the Department of the Census
and Department of Labor, provide strong evidence of the
evolution of IEDC operations since 1998.
Figure 2 suggests that IEDC has made a remarkable
adjustment following its privatization. Viewing the number
of jobs connected to IEDC efforts is an important metric
for evaluating the efficiency of the organization. As the
accompanying graph illustrates, the share of total new jobs
that have been impacted by IEDC activities has steadily
grown from 2.64 percent to 4.47 percent between 2004 and
2010.
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The Contribution
of State Spending to
Economic Development
A clear method of evaluating state economic development
activities is to assess the direct impact of expenditures on
the type of targeted outcomes. For example, it would be
useful to assess whether there was a relationship between
state spending on technology transfer and the number
of patents registered in a state. Assessing these sorts of
relationships presents many challenges, which include data
unavailability, the absence of a clear link between an expenditure and outcome, and long and variable lags between
the expenditure and desired impact. Moreover, establishing
a causal link requires a greater level of analysis than does
establishing correlation. Nonetheless, this analysis does
provide some information. For example, the absence of
correlation in the face of reasonably good data should be
enough to motivate closer scrutiny of a program. Identifying the length and variability of lagged effects should be
helpful in explaining the impact of programs to policymakers and communities facing planning considerations for
new projects. Even with the absence of clear data, a link
between expenditures and those desired outcomes that can
be measured would provide guidance on the development
of programs and program evaluation.
For the purposes of this study, we have undertaken modeling of the relationship between individual areas of state
expenditure (as reported by C2ER) and expected outcomes.
The full technical details of these models are included in
the appendix. Generally, the approach consists of linking
the expenditures (such as a strategic business attraction
fund) to a specific outcome (such as new job announcements as reported by Site Selection Magazine). We then use
data on all lower 48 U.S. states to estimate the relationship
during the years in which we have available data (typically
2006-2011).
The process of estimating the relationship requires that we
build a statistical model in which the outcome in each state
and each year is a function of specific expenditures (adjusted for inflation), a time trend, a variable which accounts for
constant differences between states, and a variable which
accounts for broader regional effects. This is referred to in
the economic literature as a time-series, cross-sectional
model with spatial corrections.

Center for Business and Economic Research

Figure 2. IEDC-Reported Jobs as a
Share of Census-Reported/Dept of
Labor-Reported New Jobs, 1998-2010
5.0%

4.0%

3.0%

2.0%

1.0%

0.0%

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Source: Economic Development Database

“

the share of total new jobs
that have been impacted by IEDC
activities has steadily grown
from 2.64% to 4.47% between 2004
and 2010.

The process also demands that we adjust the model for
potential problems that are primarily statistical in nature,
but which might reduce the usability of the results. The
goal is to provide a statistically reliable estimate of the contribution of an incremental change in expenditures on the
measured outcome. This approach still suffers some limitations. Most importantly, the direction of causation between
expenditures and outcomes remains imperfectly clear. For
example, a state with large and successful university-based
commercialization efforts might choose to create and fund
a program to promote patents and access to venture capital.
Thus, it would be the presence of successful commercialization that prompted growth in commercialization programs,
not the other way around. This biases the results of the
model we employ. So, for each of the elements we test, we
will provide cautionary analysis. Still, the analysis reported
here is the most extensive use of the best available data
(C2ER) that we have encountered. We detail this process in
the appendix for those readers interested in replicating our
work. In the following sections we describe the results.
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Overall Effects of
Program Spending
Business Finance

ating the type of firm associated with this expenditure
growth. We believe it likely that further analysis can bridge
the causality question, but an equally important question
regarding the effectiveness of the expenditure requires
information on the size, fiscal environment, and workforce
of the affected firms.

The C2ER economic development expenditure database
defines business finance expenditures:
“Business finance represents direct and indirect
lending programs designed to address capital
access issues. Business finance can encompass
funding functions (borrowing, lending, and
investing) and access to capital for leverage,
growth, merger, acquisition, or divestiture of the
business. The survey keeps fund management,
grants, and loans separate in order to understand
the actual annual costs associated with a program
and not overstate the actual annual investment in
the program.” – C2ER

Strategic Business Attraction
Fund
The C2ER economic development expenditure database
defines the Strategic Business Attraction Fund as:
“A Strategic Business Attraction Fund represents
resources allocated to unique projects that may
not be funded from a specific existing program.
Without the Strategic Business Attraction Fund,
the state (a) might not have been able to provide
the incentive for a project OR (b) might have
required legislative authorization. A Strategic
Business Attraction Fund generally has basic
eligibility criteria, but its use is left up to the
discretion of the head of the agency. These
are known by many names, including a “rainy
day” or “sunny day” fund, but the resources are
allocated at the beginning of the fiscal year and
used for economic development projects that the
agency might not have expected to happen. The
pre-authorization for these projects is done to
provide the agency flexibility in responding to
unique “opportunities” for the state.” – C2ER

This area represents one type of business tax or program
incentive that will comprise the bulk of analysis in a forthcoming study by this center.3 In evaluating business finance
programs, we estimated the effect of a dollar of business
finance (adjusted for inflation) on the net change in total
establishments in the state, as reported by the U.S. Census
Bureau’s County Business Patterns. Figure 3 illustrates the
history of business finance expenditures in Indiana.
We found a modest, but statistically meaningful impact
of business finance on new firms in Indiana. We find that
roughly $155,000 in business finance accounts for the
creation of one new business, or about 6.44 establishments
per $1,000,000 of expenditures. Indiana’s expenditure on
business finance averaged $2.9 million per year and ranged
from a low of $1.76 million in 2010 to a high of $5.6 million in 2011.
We find that the level of business finance expenditures in
surrounding states is negatively related to the number of
establishments in a state; however, this was a very weak
statistical relationship. Still, it suggests that business finance
differentials across states might benefit states with higher
levels of expenditures in these areas.
As with other analyses, this estimate has some limitations,
most clearly in establishing causation, but also in evalu-

Indiana Business Attraction Fund Expenditures occurred
only from 2007 through 2010 (see Figure 4).
Using the same models as with other funds, our analysis of
the Strategic Business Attraction Funds found that, nationwide, the size of business attraction funding (programmatic
funding as reported by state development agencies) had no
statistically discernible effect on job creation as reported by
Site Selection Magazine.
However, an analysis of expenditures on total employment
as reported by the Bureau of Labor Statistics finds that an
expenditure of roughly $10,000 will result in 1.3 jobs in

3. For a review of this research, see Bartik and Eberts, 2012.
Center for Business and Economic Research
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accompanying figures detailing expenditures
Figure 3. Business Finance

Expenditures in
Indiana, 2005-2011
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Figure 5. Business Assistance

Figure 4. Business
Attraction Expenditures

in Indiana, 2005-2011

Figure 5. Business
Assistance Expenditures
in Indiana, 2005-2011
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Figure 6. Domestic
Recruitment Expenditures
in Indiana, 2005-2011

Figure 7. Workforce
Preparation Expenditures
in Indiana, 2005-2011
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Figure 9. Tourism and Film
Expenditures in Indiana, 2005-2011

Figure 8. Technology
Transfer Expenditures in
Indiana, 2005- 2011
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of Tourism Development)
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Source: C2ER Economic expenditure database
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total in a state. We also find that business attraction expenditures in surrounding states are positively correlated
with employment in a state. This suggests that regions that
market themselves have some spillover in attracting firms,
or that states with similar geographies engage in similar
levels of business attraction.
These types of incentives have received significant review in
recent years (see Bartik 2012 and Hicks and LaFaive 2011),
with an unclear diagnosis of their effectiveness in attracting
new business investment. These will be reviewed in more
detail as a form of tax incentive in a later study.

Business Assistance
The C2ER economic development expenditure database
defines business assistance as:
“Business assistance programs include small
business development centers and counseling
for small businesses. (It does not include
equity investments or assistance to technology
entrepreneurs.) This element also includes
procurement technical assistance, small business
ombudsmen, and related regulatory assistance.
These programs are often focused on helping
the manager develop and improve their business
management skills in the area of financial
management and business strategy. In contrast,
entrepreneurial development is focused on
programs geared toward helping a firm in the
first two to three years (including equity capital
programs or incubator assistance). Any program
that has an explicit or implicit age-of-firm
requirement (focused on helping only “young
firms”) would be excluded from this general
business assistance category. However, any
program designed to develop and assist industry
groups within the state would be included.”
– C2ER
Existing research on business assistance programs has been
generally favorable. Gatewood reports that the human capital improvements associated with entrepreneurs in these
programs boosts new venture success (1993). Likewise, it
provides a rigorous model of firm performance using data

Center for Business and Economic Research

that permits the analysts to compare like firms that have
and have not received specialized government business services (Seo, et. al. 2012). They find that business assistance
programs such as technical, strategic planning, marketing,
and small business management assistance are significantly
improved among firms that experience poor financial performance prior to participating in the assistance program.
Our empirical of this program yielded results suggestive of
the wide variety of uses of this expenditure. We found that
an overall decline in the number of business establishments
occurs with greater spending in the area. See Figure 5. This
is evidence of the ‘direction of causation’ problem discussed
earlier, for it may be that states losing a number of business establishments boost business assistance spending.
Conversely, total employment increases with business assistance measures. We feel that this analysis should be very
cautiously interpreted because (as previously reported) the
scope of business assistance activities varies widely between
states.

Domestic Recruitment
The C2ER economic development expenditure database
defines domestic recruitment as:
“Many perceive economic development as
focusing only on the attraction and recruitment
of companies to relocate or to set up a new
branch or operation in a state or community –
traditional “smoke stack chasing” or the “ribbon
cutting” - mentality. Domestic recruitment in
most states has matured well beyond this phase
to a very targeted, focused proactive approach.
Efforts to clarify a state’s competitive position
in changing economic conditions and identify
those industries where they have (or will create) a
competitive advantage should be included here.”
– C2ER
We were unable to find significant research regarding business recruitment within the academic literature. So, our
analysis of domestic recruitment expenditures employs the
same approach as the earlier estimates. We test the correlation of recruitment expenditures on both actual total
employment changes and those reported by Site Selection
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Magazine. In Indiana, we find that a $1 million expenditure
in domestic business recruitment is correlated with a net
growth of roughly 32 new businesses. We find no effect of
domestic recruitment on those reported by Site Selection
Magazine. We also tested domestic recruitment on net
employment, finding no impact across the nation. As with
our analysis of business assistance, we believe any more
detailed interpretation of the impact of these expenditures
should be made with caution.

workforce training expenditures would likely be masked by
the much larger federal expenditures.

Technology Transfer
The C2ER economic development expenditure database
defines technology transfer as:

Nationally, the average state spent just over $1 million on
recruitment. Indiana reported very little expenditure on
domestic recruitment, and in the eight years of available
data it only spent more than the national average in three
years. The highest of these was $1.13 million, or roughly
$100,000 more than the national average over the entire
sample period. Our analysis revealed no cross-border or
regional effects. See Figure 6.

Workforce Preparation and
Development
The C2ER economic development expenditure database
defines workforce preparation and development as:
“Workforce development and preparation
is frequently cited as a critical issue facing
dynamic and growing businesses. Workforce
development focuses on the education, training
and recruitment of workers with programs
concentrating on improving the skill base and job
placement of a state and/or community’s labor
base. For economic development, these programs
are almost always employer- or firm-focused.”
– C2ER
We tested the effect of state workforce preparation and development on per capita income. We found no statistically
meaningful effect. (See Figure 7). Clear estimates of the link
between workforce preparation and aggregate economic
activity have not been clearly identified by this or other
research. Likewise, we found no regional effects on the
economy attributable to spending in border states. However, we caution that workforce development expenditures
are heavily dominated by federal pass-through dollars. For
this reason, any differences between states attributable to
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“Technology transfer” is an abbreviated reference
to the various programs aimed at enhancing
the development and adoption of new ideas in a
business. Process and product improvements are
included. This does NOT include access to equity
capital often required to finance that adoption.”
– C2ER
Our measure of technology transfer focused on the outcomes of technology transfer programs: new patents
and venture capital within a state. See Figure 8. For both
measures, we find no impact of technology transfer expenditures that is statistically meaningful. However, we did
find a regional effect, which suggests that higher technology transfer in border states reduces the number of venture
capital in a state. This suggests that competition between
states for high technology firms may influence outcomes. A
more detailed explanation of Indiana’s technology transfer
process is available in Devaraj and Hicks (2010) prepared
by this center for the Indiana Economic Development
Corporation.

tourism/film
The C2ER economic development expenditure database
defines tourism and film support as:
“Many states consider tourism as a base
(primary) sector industry creating new wealth
when it attracts visitors and dollars into the
state. The development of recreation, amenities
and entertainment opportunities (along with
supporting businesses) can also lead to the
improvement of the overall quality of life and
infrastructure. Although tourism can be found
located within state commerce and development
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departments, some states allow tourism to
operate as an independent organization. This
allows tourism greater opportunities to mature
as a creator/developer of new state economic
opportunities, to create the appropriate
marketing messages, and better develop the
appropriate multistate, regional and local
collaborative working relationships.” – C2ER
In Indiana, the Office of Tourism Development is separate
from the IEDC, but IEDC maintains an office dedicated
to film industry support. The data from C2ER makes little
distinction between the two expenditures, so this analysis
must be cautiously interpreted because the link between
the data and the actual expected impact is not clear.
For our measurement of the impact of film development
expenditures we used the film and movie production data
from the County Business Patterns data set as a measure of
changes in film companies within a state. We find variously
no impact, or a small negative impact, which is statistically
meaningful. See Figure 9.
There is a significant history of the effect of film and tourism development on economic activity. Thaiprasert and
Hicks report the effect of tourism spending on business
and income growth in Indiana counties, finding a strong
correlation (2008). The most comprehensive recent study
of tourism finds that state level tourism support improves
tourism in those states with a small initial level of tourism
(Deskins and Seever 2011). Film subsidies and promotion
are only a recently widespread effort. Tannenwald criticizes
film subsidies for a variety of reasons including their size,
the low probability that they alter the location decision
of the film, the lack of evidence of a net benefit, and the
overall poor quality of existing research on these subsidies
(2010). Albrecht found that while Louisiana’s film incentives created jobs and boosted incomes, the state could be
expected to recoup less than 15 percent to 18 percent of tax
dollars expended upon the programs (2005).

International Trade
The C2ER economic development expenditure database
defines international trade as:

Center for Business and Economic Research

“International trade programs may involve
export promotion, international marketing and
recruitment, foreign direct investment assistance,
and an array of programs aimed at building
stronger economic ties between the state and
other parts of the world.” – C2ER
In Indiana, these expenditures have focused variously
on export promotion and on promoting foreign direct
investment in the state. Indiana has changed the distribution of its offices over the past several years as the Federal
International Trade Administration of the Department
of Commerce has assumed many export support activities. However, state-level data on foreign direct investment
is unavailable for the type of statistical models that are
needed to test the effectiveness of trade. However, there
is existing research guidance on evaluating the impact of
state-level foreign trade offices on exports. Cassey tested
the impact of an unexpected closure of California’s foreign
trade offices on state exports (2012). He found that the
closure of the office reduced exports, but that the observed
effect was not statistically significant.
To model the effect of state offices, we follow a somewhat
different statistical approach than that pursued in the
other expenditure categories, and use a model similar to
that employed by Cassey (2012). We only measure Indiana
exports to 226 nations from 2000 through 2011. The model
accounts for both the opening and closing and presence of
an office in those countries where Indiana has had a foreign
office since 2000. Our analysis finds that the presence of
an export office is associated with a roughly $111 million
increase in exports to that nation.
However, as is the case in the other models, two problems
cloud the analysis. The first is in simply establishing causation. Here, it is a deeper problem since the choice of office
is likely directed by the presence of existing exports or foreign direct investment (FDI) opportunities. So, a high level
of exports to a nation could actually lead IEDC to open
an office to promote exports. This would be a naturally
effective management strategy, but it would call into question the analysis that we apply here. However, our findings
somewhat echo those reported by Cassey, and have the
added advantage of more openings and closings of offices
in different countries. This would have the effect of boosting the observed statistical robustness of the estimate.
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Summary of Expenditures

Figure 10. Indiana EDC Regions

In summary, we find positive effects of business finance,
business attraction, and domestic recruitment fund expenditures. We also find that international trade offices are
correlated with greater levels of exports to those nations.
We find no real effect from business assistance, workforce
development, technology transfer, or film business support.
We also find general geographic relationships that suggest
that there is some competition for business across states (a
not surprising result), and states with similar geographies
may boost adjacent state economic performance from business attraction efforts.

NORTHWEST

The Indiana Economic Development Corporation serves
all of Indiana, and relies upon a series of regional offices to
deliver services, along with the primary staff located in Indianapolis. See the IEDC regional map. The regions within
IEDC are established around perceived ‘new business
location areas’ not labor sheds or hubs of commerce. These
regions are shown in Figure 10.
Assessing the effectiveness of IEDC’s regional strategy requires some assessment of the role regional market factors
play in economic activity. Fortunately, previous research
provides a fairly clear analysis of the types of places in
which commercial economic activity finds favorable within
Indiana. The Community Asset Inventory and Rankings
(CAIR) rates each Indiana county on more than 115 char-
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We caveat each of these analyses, reminding the reader that
these are not models that clearly point to causation, even
if it appears evident. Moreover, these are short periods in
which to conduct analysis, and the effects of some activities
may take many years to mature. Moreover, some activities,
such as business assistance, are so varied from state to state
that a statistical model can be expected to deliver little useful information. Also, some categories such as workforce
training may vary little on a per capita basis between states
due to significant federal expenditures in these areas. In
this case, any between-state effect of the program would
likely be invisible to a statistical model. Also, in the models
where we have found little effect, we have reason to suspect
that omitted information between states might limit the
usefulness of these results.
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“

we find positive effects of
business finance, business
attraction, and domestic
recruitment fund expenditures.

acteristics that are designed to assess the economic vitality
and prospects of a community (CBER 2012). The grades
were distributed in a roughly normal distribution (bell
curve) so that there are equal A’s and F’s, B’s and D’s with
about one third of counties receiving C’s. The grades received on this ranking correlate well with market outcomes
for new business and employment growth in Indiana. Thus,
they offer a good regional benchmark for the distribution
of new business and jobs in Indiana. As is clear in Figure
11, all the positive employment growth in Indiana from
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Figure 11. Employment
Growth, 2006-2011, Using
County CAIR Grades

Figure 12.
Manufacturing
Growth, 2006-2011, Using
County CAIR Grades
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Figure 15. Total IEDC
Incentive Dollars, 20062011, Using County CAIR
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Figure 16. IEDC Incentive
Dollars Per Capita, 20062011, Using County CAIR
Grades
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2006 through 2011 occurred in those counties that received
an A overall, or A’s in human capital (education). Likewise,
the distribution of the net changes of manufacturing jobs
(primarily job losses during the 2006 – 2011 period) follows a similar pattern, as shown in Figure 12.
If IEDC is simply relocating firms within the state in ways
that reflect pure market outcomes, then nearly all projects
and all new jobs would occur in this dozen or so Indiana
counties. Figures 13-16 clearly illustrate that IEDC activities
spread economic activity in a more geographically diverse
area than does the market economy.
It is clear from these data that IEDC efforts to locate economic activity result in a broader distribution of new firm
locations than does a pure market-based job growth. This
strongly suggests IEDC operations are playing a role in
spreading economic activity across a larger geography than
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purely market-based job creation activities in the state. This
finding highlights several issues of importance.
First, the types of businesses that IEDC services may have
very different geographic considerations than the average job creator in the state. For example, IEDC nurtured
employment may require very large, low-cost facilities, and
a labor market that is more broadly distributed across the
state than the average new job created statewide. These factors may explain a share of the very wide disparity between
total job creation and those jobs serviced by IEDC (see
Figure 2). However, they also highlight important policy
considerations that IEDC cannot ignore.
The very large difference in job creation evidenced in
Figure 11 has a broad, statewide policy dimension. Clearly,
Indiana counties differ dramatically in their job creation
prospects, and this is not related to their ability to attract
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business relocation through traditional economic development activities. Other factors, dominated by human capital
and community characteristics that attract new residents,
play a role in economic development. An effective state
development agency must play a policy development and
informational role in this arena.
Also, given the vast differences in regions in population,
economic structure and degree of urbanness, it is certain that resourcing differences across state and regional
development offices play an important role in the effectiveness of sub-state economic development efforts. This likely
imposes costs on state economic development activities,
for which mitigation strategies should be considered. We
directly address these issues in the recommendations section of this study.

Summary and Policy
Recommendations
This study evaluates the scope, scale, efficiency, and efficacy of the Indiana Economic Development Corporation
(IEDC) as it pursues its mission of “attracting and supporting new business investment, creating new jobs for Hoosiers, and furthering our legacy as one of the top states in
the nation for business.” We conduct this evaluation in four
broad approaches.
First, we compare and analyze the programs, incentives,
and other activities performed by IEDC against a number
of states identified as competitors for new business investment. Here we find Indiana is one of a few states to have
fully implemented a public-private partnership development model, is one of only two states with clear mission
statements, and offers a focused set of services to those
businesses considering investment in Indiana. Moreover,
we find that the shift to privatization has resulted in a much
more effective engagement with businesses. Since 2005,
IEDC has doubled its ‘engagement share’ of total new jobs
created in the state.
Secondly, we analyzed the effect of aggregate economic
development spending on job creation and business investment measures. The use of this data permits us to compare
the administrative efficiency of the IEDC, the efficiency
and efficacy of job creation efforts across a number of areas,
and the effect specific expenditures play on employment
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and business growth in states. We find positive effects of
business finance, business attraction, and domestic recruitment fund expenditures on investment or job growth. We
also find that international trade offices are correlated with
greater levels of exports to those nations. We find no real
effect from business assistance, workforce development,
technology transfer, or film business support; but, we note
that this may be due to data limitations in these areas that
are likely less pronounced in the other categories.
Thirdly, we examine the geographic distribution of projects
in Indiana and a comparison of the placement of projects
to market-based measures of economic activity. Here we
found that efforts by IEDC result in a more geographically
distributed new job creation than would otherwise occur
without its efforts.
We begin our recommendations by stating clearly and
unambiguously that the current IEDC structure of a
public-private partnership focused narrowly on business
attraction, retention, and marketing with a strong gubernatorial focus, is the emerging model for state development
agencies. That focus permits very rapid response, which is
necessary in today’s business environment, and allows for
the recruitment and retention of specialized personnel. The
quality of this approach is apparent in the rapid growth in
business engagement. We report a nearly twofold increase
in the share of new jobs that have received direct IEDC
services in the period 2005 – 2010.

•

•

•

Our first recommendation is to preserve the current structure of IEDC, which has become a model for other states.
However, we have several recommendations based upon
the analysis outlined in this study. These apply both to
IEDC and to other related Indiana state government activities (such as the newly bifurcated roles of IEDC president
and the secretary of commerce).4 We recommend:
• Continue to evaluate the scope of the public-private
partnership in economic development, and make
more readily accessible performance-related data. We
recommend that, to the fullest extent possible, data on
all deals be presented in a downloadable file for ease
of use and analysis by interested citizens.5
• Review of performance-related data should be
considered. Some of this performance data should
include the transactional nature of IEDC activities,

•
•

while others should focus on actual economic
outcomes. As noted in this report, fewer than one in
20 new jobs in Indiana flow through the IEDC. As a
consequence, the vast majority of economic activity
in Indiana is unrelated to state programs. However,
this job creation data should constitute an important
evaluation of the overall role of IEDC on the state
economy.
Review the geography of Indiana’s regional offices, and
evaluate their currency with regard to other regionally
deployed offices in the state (INDOT, OCRA, DWD)
and with regard to accommodating new business
inquiries.
Establish an advisory/ombudsman function to review
economic development policies and procedures on
both a policy and procedural basis. The composition
of this office may take many forms, and may include
review of non-IEDC activities related to economic
development. However, the existence of such an
oversight individual or body focusing on policy and
procedure (not primarily audit compliance) would
maintain the highest level of transparent and ethical
standards in state economic development activities.
Continue to improve its website offerings with the
following items:
◦◦ Enhance its very strong regulatory ombudsman
office with an online tool that can identify specific
requirements for applicants.
◦◦ Include a faster GIS tool with site selection data.
◦◦ Integrate into the contact portion of the website
an online application for services which would
expedite contacts for many visitors.
◦◦ Use Apple-related applications (apps) for many
tools to improve usability for many clients.
◦◦ Create a vendor database for important economic
development activities and prominently display
on IEDC website.
◦◦ Incorporate university-based web resources such
as Ball State University’s County Profiles website
or Indiana University’s and Purdue University’s
Innovation Index website.
◦◦ Make available a list of economic development
consultancy groups for regions.
Allocate some assistance toward EB-5 applications
and generally support regions that are pursuing these
options.
Increase its economic policy focus in the state through

4. The 2005 enabling legislation bifurcates these roles, although the Daniels administration combined them into a single person in about 2007.
5. The IEDC’s Transparency Portal, which was unveiled subsequent to the start of this study, serves this purpose.
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the state secretary of commerce. Among the areas
in which significant policy development is needed
includes:
◦◦ Clearly delineated operational and policy development roles within IEDC. This could include the
separation of president and CEO of IEDC and the
secretary of commerce.
◦◦ A significant effort to improve the effectiveness
of local and regional development organizations
within Indiana. This should include training,
certification and clear expectations regarding the
interaction and scope of local and regional activities with respect to IEDC.
◦◦ Closely integrated policy development with other
state activities charged with key elements of
economic development. Most critically the Office
of Community and Rural Affairs, the Division of
Workforce Development, the Office of Defense
Development, Office of Tourism Development,
the Department of Agriculture, the Department
of Transportation, and the Indiana Department of
Environmental Management.
• IEDC should review areas of expenditures. While
a forthcoming study will provide evidence of the
effectiveness of tax incentives, expenditures in other
areas should be immediately reviewed. Among the
three recommendations here, we suggest further
study, either formal, or through a programmatic
review. These are based on the absence of a direct
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statistical link between the expenditures and potential
outcomes reported in this study. We recommend
against ending any program or activity, but suggest
consideration regarding the location and performance
goals for these activities. In particular:
◦◦ A review of business assistance activities should
be considered. Especially as in light of changes to
the Small Business Development Center activities.
The state should consider if and where it offers a
state office of minority/veteran owned business
support services.
◦◦ A review of the services and goals of the film
development activities in the state. Indiana is new
to film development activities, but a clearer link
between tourism and film support along with an
overall performance measurement for the office
should be considered.
◦◦ Review the role of IEDC in workforce development funding.
We have not prioritized these recommendations because
they all have some degree of resource requirements. However, we feel that the policy-oriented recommendations are
especially critical to the long-term performance of IEDC as
it seeks to improve Indiana’s economy.
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